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A NOVEL APPROACH TO TEACHING THE IPA CHARTAND PHONEMIC TRANSCRIPTION: INSIGHTS ANDIMPLICATIONS
This paper aims at comparing two different approaches to teaching thefundamentals of broad phonemic transcription - the old-fashioned, teacher-cen-tred method involving repetition and drill exercises, and a more recent, rela-tively under-researched, learner-oriented method proposed by Adrian Underhill(2005). The idea behind the latter is to make pronunciation, hence the IPA sym-bols, empirical and physical, i.e. visible or, better yet, touchable. To determinewhether the aforementioned teaching approaches are dissimilar in terms of ef-fectiveness, we conducted an empirical study with two groups of Serbian EFLlearners. One group was subjected to traditional teaching practices whereas theother was exposed to Underhill’s phonemic training program. Furthermore, wedistributed a questionnaire to both groups of participants to gain an insight intothe learners’ attitudes toward the applied methods. The data indicate that theUnderhill method has contributed to improved results with regard to learningsuccess and memory enhancement. Taking into consideration the universal ap-plication of the IPA symbols, the paper underscores the relevance of this inno-vative method for teaching phonemic transcription, not only of English, but anyother world language.Key words: phonemic transcription, IPA, teaching methods, Adrian Un-derhill, EFL

0. Introduction
The interlanguage phonology research abounds in papers debatingwhether emphasis should be placed on segmental or suprasegmental as-pects in pronunciation teaching (DERWING & MUNRO 1997), andwhether achieving native-like pronunciation is possible (KANG et al.2010, MOYER 2004), or even necessary (BURNS & CLAIRE 2003).
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Research directed at phonemic transcription teaching is, on the otherhand, rather scarce. Moreover, even though there is an extensive bodyof research dealing with second language phonology acquisition, thestudies that relate the findings of these investigations to the actual class-room instruction are limited in the sense that they lack practical appli-cation of theoretical conclusions (LEVIS 1999). Beginning in the late 1960s and continuing through the 1970s and1980s, an increased interest in communicative aspects of second lan-guage acquisition (SLA) made the notion of intelligibility prevail overgeneral pronunciation accuracy. However, a growing number of studiesproved, over the years, the importance of the development of pronunci-ation skills given that their lack might result in self-confidence issues, in-teraction breakdowns, professional discrimination and stereotyping(MORLEY 1991). Hence, scholars suggested that teachers should be-come effective coaches of pronunciation, incorporating all the neces-sary audio-visual materials in order to make the learners’ pronunciationunderstandable (FRASER 2000). With the predominance of commu-nicative approaches in EFL classrooms around the world, pronunciationpractice started to be viewed as an activity separate from the wholesomelanguage instruction (HINKEL 2006). At the same time, certain studiesdemonstrated that students benefited more from explicit pronunciationinstruction and practice (LORD 2005). Even so, the widespread com-municative orientation often diverges from the notion of explicit teach-ing practices which has led to pronunciation being designated as an‘orphan’ of SLA research and practice (GILBERT 2010). And when itcomes to effective instructional practices, the most frequently used ‘min-imal pair’ drills have repeatedly been called into question, even scornedupon and dismissed as exercises which present meaningless languagepractice (cf. BROWN 1995).The factor that further promotes confusion regarding the choiceof the proper pronunciation teaching approach is the spread of Englishas a lingua franca. Given that non-native speakers of English have out-numbered native speakers to once unimaginable proportions (cf. CRYS-TAL 1997), an ongoing controversy remains among teachers andscholars alike as to which variety of English should be taught in the ESLand EFL classrooms. All the queries that have emerged can probably be linked to di-vergent views on pronunciation instruction prompted by various schools
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of language teaching which came into fashion over the course of time.Teaching approaches based on behaviourist theories, for instance, in-cluding the Audiolingual Method, focused on achieving native-like pro-nunciation. Accordingly, pronunciation instruction stressed repetitivepractice, including both perception and production tasks (RUSSELL2009). The Natural Approach, inspired by Stephen Krashen’s celebratedhypotheses, was based on entirely different postulates, particularly theones related to the possibility of achieving native-like articulation of tar-get segmentals and suprasegmentals (TERRELL 1977). It underscoredcommunicative competence, rendering error correction minimal becauseit was regarded as detrimental to successful SLA. Consequently, gram-matical and pronunciation problems were, for the most part, overlookedin everyday teaching practices. The notion of pronunciation being themost demanding aspect of L2 proficiency to be enhanced and perfectedtook root and exerted influence well into the era of Communicative Lan-guage Teaching, with intelligibility seen as the primary goal of SLA,accuracy disregarded and explicit pronunciation instruction marginal-ized. The tide began to turn, though, when numerous studies revealedthat pronunciation constitutes an integral part of target language profi-ciency (O’BRIEN 2004, SEFEROGLU 2005, WALKER 2010).
1. Phonemic transcription and its role in the EFL classroom

The International Phonetic Association, founded in Paris in 1886(originally called The Phonetic Teachers’ Association), supported thecreation of the International Phonetic Alphabet (i.e. IPA) - a carefullydesigned set of symbols that represent the sounds of human languages(KEMP 1994). The IPA was based on Henry Sweet’s Romic alphabetwhich in turn was derived from Isaac Pitman and Alexander John Ellis’sPhonotypic Alphabet. Today’s version of IPA is the product of manyalterations introduced throughout the years. It serves as a practical toolfor presenting the sheer sounds of languages and is widely used by pho-neticians all over the world. Transcription is conventionally divided into broad and narrow.The former is typically employed in monolingual dictionaries in whichonly phonemes are transcribed (e.g. pill /pɪl/) while the latter providesmore details relating to sounds including their allophonic variations (e.g.pill [phɪl]).English is notorious for its spelling conventions due to numerousexceptions, ambiguous pronunciation and the existence of homophones,
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as well as a lack of strictly abiding rules. All of these can render the pro-cess of learning English as a foreign language intimidating to prospec-tive learners. Especially if the native language spelling conventions arein line with the so-called phonetic alphabet, i.e. the writing system inwhich a sound is represented by a single corresponding letter, as is thecase with Serbian. As a result, learners frequently resort to writing thepronunciation of L2 lexical items by relying on the spelling conventionsof their native language. This can have an undesired effect of misrepre-sentation or simplification of the target phonemes (e.g. Serbian EFLlearners might transcribe the word chair as /čer/). Bearing in mind thatlearners need a handy tool to help them read and pronounce target wordscorrectly, without the aid of a teacher, learning the basic principles ofphonemic transcription and the IPA alphabet represents a viable solu-tion. It might contribute not only to the enhancement of EFL learners’pronunciation skills, but also to the expansion of their lexical knowl-edge. As all experienced English teachers know, listening to music, TVprograms or movies with the aim of obtaining proper pronunciation isseldom enough for successful acquisition of English in a non-native set-ting. Advanced learners who mispronounce English words testify to this.Therefore, referring EFL learners to look up the phonemic transcriptionof unknown words in monolingual/bilingual dictionaries seems indis-pensable. 
2. Adrian Underhill’s Sound Foundations

An experienced teacher and teacher-trainer, Adrian Underhill,conceived an innovative approach to teaching pronunciation, differentfrom the much-used conventional pronunciation teaching methods, inthe sense that it attempts at making articulation empirically testable, i.e.visible, even touchable (UNDERHILL 2005). It emphasizes the physi-cality of sound production. By making students see or feel what is ac-tually happening inside their mouths during the production of speechsounds, Underhill enhances students’ awareness and enables them toproduce sounds not only of English, but any other language for that mat-ter.1

1 It is worth noting that Underhill’s (2005) phonemic chart contains 44 IPA symbols(i.e. u: ʊ ɑ: ʌ æ e ɪ i: ɔ: ɒ ɜ: ə p b d t g k m n ŋ s z f v ʃ ʒ θ ð h tʃ dʒ j r w l) which wereslightly revised by A. C. Gimson in his Introduction to the Pronunciation of English(1962). This phonemic set represents the sounds that occur in the standard accent of
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The method recognizes the principles according to which the IPAsymbols are organized on the phonemic chart, considering the heightand frontness/backness of the tongue for vowels, and the manner andplace of articulation for consonants. The students are encouraged to par-ticipate, and the affective filter is lowered since the students performmost of the articulations in chorus. Forty-four symbols which representEnglish phonemes can be covered during a one-hour class session be-cause the author believes it is possible to remember them all if a sys-tematic approach is followed. Phonemic training begins with the firstmonophthong /i:/ in the chart, presenting its basic features, as well asthe gesture by which the sound is to be pronounced. All the other soundsare learnt by connecting their features to the surrounding sounds. Thisway not only pronunciation is learnt, but the main characteristics of thesound system, i.e. segmental phonology are also presented. It is clearthat Underhill follows the principles of the Silent Way to a certain ex-tent, since, to make students aware of the gesture and the physical aspectof articulation, he suggests presenting students with an appropriate ges-ture for each sound. Students guess the articulation based on the gesturethus demonstrating that pronunciation can be learnt visually, and notonly auditorily. The method is particularly useful for second languagelearners given that it emphasizes the fact that anyone can pronounce anysound of the human languages owing to the unique nature of the humanpredisposition - we all possess the necessary articulators. Accordingly,L2 learners have the ability to produce all target sounds, even those thatare absent from their mother tongue inventories.Taking the foregoing into consideration, as well as the manifestlack of research pertaining to pronunciation teaching, and more specif-ically phonemic transcription teaching, both at an international and localEFL level, we designed a post-test-only research study which exploredthe performance of two groups of EFL learners who were subjected tophonemic transcription training in accordance with two differing ap-proaches, i.e. the traditional teaching method and the Underhill method.

British English (also known as Received Pronunciation or BBC English). Henceforth,when we make mention of the Underhill method and the IPA chart, we are exclusivelyreferring to the aforementioned phonemic symbols. These symbols have been exten-sively used as the basis for textbooks and pronunciation dictionaries published in theUK.
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3. Methodology
The aim of the study

The objective of this study was to compare two different instruc-tional methods for teaching broad phonemic transcription and the IPAphonemic chart. We sought to determine the effectiveness of an inno-vative and relatively novel method of teaching pronunciation developedby Adrian Underhill (2005) in comparison to the traditional ex-cathedra,teacher-centred method of teaching broad phonemic transcription thatcommonly involves the presentation of the IPA symbols and their ac-quisition by means of rote memorization. To further investigate the pos-sibility of implementing an unorthodox teaching method in the EFLclassroom, we conducted a post-experimental survey with both groupsof participants aimed at discovering the learners’ preferences and atti-tudes. 
Research questions

The present paper was fundamentally guided by the followingresearch questions:1. Is there a difference in the performance on transcription testsbetween the groups of learners subjected to two different teaching meth-ods – the traditional and the Underhill method? 2. Which of the two methods can be regarded as more effective inteaching the IPA symbols and broad phonemic transcription?3. Does task type affect students’ performance on transcriptiontasks?4. Does the overall proficiency level affect the performance ontranscription tasks?5. What are the learners’ attitudes toward the applied methods ofteaching the IPA chart and broad phonemic transcription? 
Participants

The total number of EFL learners taking part in the study was 24,i.e. 12 in each experimental group. All the learners were native speak-ers of Serbian, students attending the third and fourth grade of the gram-mar school Svetozar Marković in Jagodina, Serbia. There were 9 maleand 15 female participants (5 male and 7 female in group 1, and 3 maleand 9 female in group 2), with the mean age 17.67. Without exception,
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the participants had no prior knowledge of broad phonemic transcription,or the experience of participating in a specially designed instructionalexperiment targeting the acquisition of the IPA symbols. We made aprincipled decision not to give the participants a pre-test that would ex-amine their knowledge of the IPA symbols and phonemic transcriptionbecause such a test might have alerted them to the purpose of phonemictraining to come (cf. MACKEY & GASS 2005). The participants did, however, take the Cambridge English: FCEfor Schools2 paper-based test before the start of the phonemic training.There were 9 participants at B1 level CEFR (140-159 marks range), and15 participants at B2 level (160-179 marks range). It is worth mention-ing that the test scores of B1-level students were very close to thoseachieved by the B2-level students (the largest difference was 4 points).Individual test scores are presented in Chart 1. 

Chart 1. FCE test scores
To ensure the validity and comparability of the groups, wechecked whether there was a difference in the FCE test scores distributedacross groups. A t-test revealed that there was no statistically signifi-

2 Sample Cambridge English: First for Schools tests are available at
http://www.cambridgeenglish.org/exams/first-for-schools/preparation/.
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cant difference whatsoever (p=0.540, t=0.623, St. error of difference:2.94). Hence, the two groups could be deemed equal in terms of theiroverall English proficiency before the beginning of experimental phone-mic training.
Instruments

Three different task types were designed to test the learners’ per-formance once experimental phonemic training was over. Both groupsreceived identical post-tests. The first task was the frequently usedphonemic identification task. To perform it, the students listened to theinstructor pronounce the sounds of English and their task was to circlethe appropriate IPA symbols for the sounds in question (25 tokens over-all). The second task was the commonly employed transcription practice,i.e. word transcription task. To complete it, the students listened to theinstructor pronounce the word and their task was to transcribe this word(a total of 20 tokens). The same word was also provided in spelling toensure that the actual transcription was tested and not listening, that isperception, as this issue exceeds the scope of the present paper. The thirdtask was a production task - the students were presented with a para-graph from Douglas Adams’s Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy (2009:264), containing 59 words transcribed using the IPA alphabet which hadto be read aloud. The instructor evaluated the learners’ performance andcounted their errors, and so did the assessor whose sole duty was to lis-ten to the students and keep track of the errors.3 The words for the taskswere carefully selected so as to conform to the recommended vocabu-lary list for the FCE level.4

As a follow-up, to ascertain the learners’ views about experimen-tal instructional practices, the investigators administered a questionnairewhich contained ten 5-point Likert scale statements, ranging fromstrongly agree to strongly disagree. The questions were related to theeffectiveness of the methods from the perspective of the students, their
3 The instructor was the participants’ regular teacher who had spent three yearsteaching them, with fifteen years of teaching experience overall. The assessor was anexperienced EFL teacher from a different secondary school who had been teachingEnglish as a foreign language for ten years. The instructor and the assessor later com-pared their notes in search of discrepancies that might have a bearing on the results.
4 The suggested vocabulary list for FCE is available athttps://www.vocabulary.com/lists/104687#view=notes.
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innovativeness and effect on motivation, anxiety and willingness to par-ticipate. The questionnaire also contained questions pertaining to the ef-fect of the methods on long-term retention of the IPA symbols and issuesconcerning the suitability of the methods for Serbian EFL curriculum. 
Procedure

The participants were divided into two groups of 12, one beingexposed to experimental phonemic training in line with the traditionalmethod of teaching phonemic transcription and the IPA chart (which weshall henceforth term group 1 for the sake of conciseness and clarity)and the other (i.e. group 2) to experimental phonemic treatment in themanner of Underhill (2005). To our knowledge, the traditional methodrepresents the most common way of teaching and explaining the phone-mic chart. In other words, it is a teacher-oriented method, in which theinstructor presents the symbols in chunks according to the chosen crite-ria and the students are supposed to memorize the symbols and use themin future exercises and tasks. The retention of the symbols and their suc-cessful application is dependent on students’ self-engagement, usuallythrough drills and repetition tasks. In our humble opinion, this sort ofphonemic training requires a lot of time and effort but yields disputablelearning outcomes as our experience of teaching the English Phoneticscourse with first-year English majors at the Faculty of Philology andArts in Kragujevac has taught us. Our students often complain thatphonemic transcription is too demanding or confusing to be acquiredproperly so they become demoralized easily. The group that received the instruction according to the traditionalmodel was presented with the symbols for monophthongs during thefirst session, diphthongs during the third and consonants during the thirdsession. Along with the symbols, the instructor provided importantpieces of information regarding the sound features. Students were alsofamiliarized with the principles of phonemic transcription and each pres-entation was followed by drills. The last session was reserved for prac-tice only, including phonemic dictation, word transcription, transcribedparagraph reading etc. Adrian Underhill’s method, as we have already explained in the in-troductory segments of the paper, tends to make pronunciation physicaland establishes logical connections between the sounds and symbols,that is it makes the infamous phonemic chart easier to understand and
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learn. Thus, the second group of Serbian EFL learners was subjected tophonemic training provided by their English teacher who received clearguidelines pertaining to the Underhill method in form of detailed ex-planations and video demonstrations. The authors of the paper madesure the instructor was thoroughly familiar with the method by observ-ing one of his teaching sessions, so that group 2 could undergo theplanned training in line with the original principles.We purposefully focused on phonemic transcription and the ef-fect which the Underhill method (2005) has on its teaching, though themethod itself was originally conceived to give an impetus to the acqui-sition of English pronunciation, and not phonemic transcription per se.Teaching the phonemic chart constitutes only a part of Underhill’smethod of teaching the sounds of English. Notwithstanding the fact thatthe two are inseparable, we concentrated on the method’s effectivenessin helping students learn the IPA symbols by testing the recognition ofsymbols and their practical use, disregarding altogether the testing ofpronunciation. The experimental training period lasted throughout May and June2016, covering a total of four one-hour after class sessions for group 1and two one-hour sessions for group 2, with students receiving coursecredits for participation. The difference in the number of training ses-sions is due to the different methods applied. Namely, Underhill (2005)states that it is possible to learn the whole IPA chart during a one-hoursession, provided the method is systematically applied.5 We chose to in-clude one more session in the experimental phonemic training programbecause the instructor had encountered the method for the first time, andneeded more time to follow Underhill’s principles consistently in theclassroom. Having previous experience with the traditional method andits effectiveness, the instructor proposed that at least four teaching ses-sions be organized for group 1 students so there would be enough timeto study and practice.Once phonemic training was over, the students’ performancewas tested on three phonemic tasks. The tasks were not excessively time-consuming since the testing was performed during the two regularschool classes, with the first two performed in about 20 minutes, and
5 Adrian Underhill’s one-hour workshop ‘Introduction to teaching pronunciation’ isavailable at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1kAPHyHd7Lo. 
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the third one (with transcription reading) took slightly longer, about 30-
35 minutes. Additionally, the students completed a questionnaire related
to the very instructional practices they were subjected to in a ten-minute
post-training session. 
Data analysis

Descriptive statistics, including means, percentage counts, and
several independent samples t-tests, were performed using the statistical
software which is commonly used in applied linguistic research, SPSS
version 20.0. 
4. Results and discussion

After the experimental period, the two groups of participants
took a post-test containing three tasks, as we have already explained in
the previous section of the paper. Table 1 summarizes the findings for
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each of the three tasks along with the data obtained by means of inde-pendent samples t-tests, with teaching methods coded as an independentvariable and the results on the post-test coded as a dependent variable.Levene’s Test for Equality of Variances proved not to be statisticallysignificant for all the cases (p<0.05) which enabled us to reliably inter-pret the t-test results.Table 1. Mean scores and independent samples t-test results for tasks 1, 2 and 3 When we compare the results of the two groups, we notice con-siderable differences in mean scores in favor of group 2 across the threetasks. Namely, the difference in scores was statistically significant in allthe cases, i.e. on the phoneme identification test (p=0.000, t=4.759),word transcription/phonemic dictation (p=0.003, t=3.275), as well asphonemic transcription reading task (p=0.000, t=5.676). The differencein the performance is fairly notable in the minimum and maximumscores, particularly for the first and third task. Statistically significantdifference in mean scores demonstrated that the difference in scores wasnot due to chance, but due to the divergent effects of the applied meth-ods on the process of learning the IPA symbols and phonemic tran-scription. Adrian Underhill’s innovative method seems to be moreeffective in teaching the basics of phonemic transcription to secondarylevel EFL learners, who had no prior knowledge of the subject, than thetraditional teacher-centred approach. Even though the number of the participants was relatively small,the appreciable divergence between the results suggests that the Under-hill method should be implemented on a larger sample if more valid con-clusions are to be reached. Furthermore, the data indicate that theteaching of phonemic transcription can be introduced in regular EFLclasses at secondary level of education, i.e. not only to undergraduatestudents taking specialized English linguistics or English Phoneticscourses. This way learner autonomy can be enhanced and pronunciationskills improved as students become equipped with a tool that enablesthem to check the proper articulation of words in valid resources with-out having to rely on the teacher, or disputable internet sources.To establish whether overall proficiency level could affect the per-formance on transcription tasks regardless of the applied teachingmethod, we performed additional analyses. They helped us determinewhether there was a significant difference in scores between B1 and B2level group. We established earlier that there was no statistical difference
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in the distribution of B1 and B2 level students across the two groups un-dergoing two different teaching methods (which was indispensable fordetermining the actual effect of the instructional treatment). New statis-tical analyses revealed, however, that the differences in scores achievedby B1 and B2 level group were significant for all the tasks (see Table 2),which might indicate that a few points of difference on the scale be-tween B1 and B2 level can actually be linked to considerable differencesin performance, or that the slight differences on the FCE test may havebeen those concerning vocabulary knowledge. Further explanation maylie in a methodological issue - encountering the types of exercises we de-signed for the purpose of this study for the first time may have had agreater impact on the performance of B1-level students than that of B2-level students. 

Table 2. Proficiency level differences across tasksWhen phonemic training came to an end, we distributed a ques-tionnaire to participants in both groups in order to explore whether therewere any differences in the student attitudes towards the applied teach-ing methods. The results of the survey, together with the t-test scoresfor the differences observed in answers, are provided in Table 3. 
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Table 3. Results of the post-experimental survey with both groups of learnersA higher percentage of students from the second group (i.e. theone which underwent phonemic training following Underhill’s recom-mendations) think that the applied teaching method is interesting, inno-vative, engaging and motivating, as well as helpful in teaching the IPAchart and phonemic transcription. The same students also found it en-couraging. On the other hand, both groups agree that the applied meth-ods are not intimidating, that is do not increase the anxiety and fear offailure among students. The presentation of too many pieces of infor-mation at a fairly short amount of time represented an issue with bothgroups, even though the percentage of students who believe so wasslightly smaller in the second group. This is fairly surprising given thatphonemic training with group 2 extended over only two sessions. Anequal number of students from both groups agree that the teacher needsto be well-acquainted with both the method and English phonology ingeneral in order to achieve success in teaching the fundamentals ofphonemic transcription. Moreover, the majority of students from bothgroups agree that the methods are suitable for Serbian EFL curriculum.It is worth noting, though, that the Underhill approach is slightly favoredin this respect since a larger number of students in group 2 have ex-pressed positive attitudes toward it. The situation is quite different whenit comes to the effectiveness of the two methods in providing long-termmemory of the IPA symbols – only 25% of the learners in group 1 agreewith this statement. Learners in group 2, however, for the most part sup-port this idea. Similarly, only two participants from group 1 stated theywould repeat the experiment whereas seven participants from group 2expressed their wish to do so. To sum up, the questionnaire provided valuable insights into stu-dent attitudes regarding the process of teaching and learning the phone-
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mic chart and phonemic transcription in the EFL classroom. The resultsof the t-tests showed a statistically significant difference in the answersof two groups of learners (p=0.0141, t=2.7033 and p=0.0285, t=2.3709;i.e. p<0.05). Consequently, we might conclude that the students favorAdrian Underhill’s approach to phonemic sensitization. We ascertainedthat their overall impressions and attitudes about this method are posi-tive. Therefore, we are inclined to believe that the Underhill methodshould be used more extensively in the EFL instructional context. It isclearly suitable for secondary level students but it might find its appli-cation at lower levels of study as well given that most English textbooksin primary schools provide transcription of target lexical items in vo-cabulary lists. Teachers can adapt this approach to serve their purposesin the classroom (e.g. learning the pronunciation of a new word, look-ing up an unknown word in a dictionary, etc.) and encourage their learn-ers to engage in activities that draw attention to phonemic transcription.The earlier EFL learners become acquainted with it, the greater the ben-efits. 
5. Conclusion

The current study compared two different approaches to teachingthe IPA chart and phonemic transcription. The participants, Serbian sec-ondary level EFL learners, were divided into two groups which receivedphonemic training by means of either a traditional, teacher-orientedmethod that focuses on repetition drills, and a relatively under-re-searched, yet not entirely unfamiliar, Adrian Underhill’s method (2005).The results of the tests performed after the experimental proceduresshow that the latter is more effective in teaching phonemic transcriptionto EFL learners. These findings are supported by data gathered by dintof a questionnaire – they emphasize the students’ preference for the Un-derhill method. We also observed notable differences in the learners’performance depending on proficiency level - B2 level students, whohad progressed further along the developmental path, produced betterresults on the tasks.One possible limitation of the present study which prevents usfrom drawing reliable conclusions and generalizations is the size of thesample. A larger sample, of at least 15 to 30 participants per group,would have warranted more valid results (cf. MACKEY & GASS 2005).Moreover, retention of the symbols for both groups could have been in-
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vestigated through one or more delayed post-tests so the shorter andlonger-term effects of the treatment could be determined. Furthermore,the very test aimed at examining the learners’ phonemic transcriptionskill could have included more tasks. What prevented us from creatinga more exhaustive test was the lack of time - the end of the school yearwas approaching and we had to address data collection issues (i.e. in-formed consent forms, timing of the teaching sessions and the like). Todate, no studies have investigated the effectiveness of instructional prac-tices relating to phonemic transcription so we could not simply borrowor modify an existing battery of tests or questionnaires. Future studiesmight include a larger sample, a different testing design and a repeatedpost-test, allowing us to better understand how English can be more ef-fectively taught in the EFL setting.Bearing in mind the scarcity of research in this field worldwide,and in the Serbian EFL context in particular, the positive results of thecurrent study, regarding the effectiveness of the Underhill method, un-derline the possibility of introducing this innovative approach to teach-ing, not only the IPA chart, but also the basics of English phonology ingeneral. Though preliminary in nature, due to the relatively small sam-ple size, the statistically significant differences observed have impor-tant pedagogical implications. Namely, the results of the post-testdemonstrate the effectiveness of Adrian Underhill’s approach in helpingstudents learn the IPA symbols which suggests that this method is rec-ommendable for wider use in the Serbian EFL classrooms. The method’ssuitability was also confirmed by a post-experimental questionnaire thatrevealed the students’ positive attitudes toward its features.In conclusion, the Underhill method increased the students’ moti-vation, participation and engagement, and enhanced their knowledge ofthe IPA symbols and phonemic transcription. It contributed to the learn-ers’ acquisition of theoretical knowledge of the subject as well as itspractical application. We consider this to be particularly relevant be-cause it fosters long-term learner autonomy. If they become acquaintedwith the IPA symbols, students can discover the correct pronunciationsand detect mispronunciations on their own, without having to rely onsomebody else’s, often questionable, pronunciation alternatives. Finally,taking into consideration the universal applicability of the IPA symbols,the learners familiar with their form and function might articulate wordsand phrases more competently, not only in English, but in any other lan-guage, which can facilitate their future learning endeavors. 
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Даница М. Јеротијевић Тишма
Јелена Р. Даниловић Јеремић

НОВИ ПРИСТУП ПОДУЧАВАЊУ фОНЕТСКИХ СИМБОЛА И
фОНЕМСКЕ ТРАНСКРИПЦИЈЕ: УВИДИ И ИМПЛИКАЦИЈЕ

Резиме 
У раду се упоређују два различита наставна метода за учење основнихкарактеристика фонемске транскрипције и симбола Интернационалног фо-нетског алфабета – традиционални, који се најчешће користи, где је наставник уцентру ученичке пажње и служи се бројним вежбама понављања, и један методскоријег датума, у српском научном контексту готово потпуно неистражен,иновативни метод којипредлаже тренер за наставнике и међународно признатистручњак, посебно у настави изговора енглеског језика, Ејдриjaн Андерхил. Овајметод осмишљен је с идејом да изговор треба да постане физички опипљив ивидљив, дакле, један емпиријски доживљај. Како бисмо утврдили да ли постојеразлике у ефикасности поменута два метода спровели смо истраживање са 24испитаника који су били подељени у две групе. Свака група прошла је неколиконаставних сесија на којима су представљени табела релевантних фонетскихсимбола и основне карактеристике фонемске транскрипције енглеског језика.Након обуке, испитаници су урадили пост-тест са три типа задатка, и попунилианкету којом смо желели да сазнамо ставове ученика о примењеним методама,првенствено у погледу њихове ефикасности, применљивости и занимљивости.Иако су добијени подаци прелиминарног карактера јер је у истраживањуучествовао мали број испитаника, резултати имају важне педагошке импликацијејер указују на значајне предности Андерхиловог метода у односу на тра-диционални, нарочито када је у питању памћење симбола и општи успех у са-владавaњу принципа фонемске транскрипције. Складно томе, у раду се нагла-шава могућност чешће примене датог метода у настави фонемске транскрипцијеенглеског језика, али и осталих светских језика, имајући у виду универзалност употребе симбола. Кључне речи: фонемска транскрипција, Интернационални фонетскиалфабет, наставне методе, Ејдриjaн Андерхил, енглески као страни језик
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Appendix: Phonemic tasks
TASK 1Listen carefully to the instructor pronouncing a sound of English. Circle theappropriate IPA symbol of the sound you hear. Each sound will be pronounced twice.
u: ʊ ɑ: ʌ æ e ɪ i: ɔ: ɒ ɜ: əp b d t g k m n ŋ s z f v ʃ ʒ θ ð htʃ dʒ j r w l
TASK 2Listen carefully to the instructor pronouncing the following words and transcribe themphonemically. Each example will be read twice.
afternoon surprise accountant suggestion answer special appearance sparkling Thursday shopping young routine winner restaurant umbrella receipt together poor thing temperature personality 
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TASK 3
Please read the following transcribed paragraph carefully:

hiː geɪzd ˈkiːnlɪ ˈɪntuː ðə ˈdɪstəns ænd lʊkt æz ɪf hiː wʊd kwaɪt laɪk ðə wɪnd tə bləʊ 
hɪz heə bæk drəˈmætɪk᷀lɪ æt ðæt pɔɪnt│ bʌt ðə wɪnd wɒz ˈbɪzɪ ˈfuːlɪŋ əˈraʊnd 
wɪð sʌm liːvz ə ˈlɪtl weɪ ɒf║ ðeər ɪz ə ˈməʊmənt ɪn ˈevrɪ dɔːn wen laɪt fləʊts│ ðeər 
ɪz ðə ˌpɒsəˈbɪlɪtɪ ɒv ˈmæʤɪk║ krɪˈeɪʃən həʊldz ɪts breθ║


